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The new book by the author of "If Winter Comes" is likely, I think, to be as much
criticised as the first book was praised. It will be criticised, and even condemned, for the
same reason for which the first book was praised; because it is a work of great ability.
But Mr. Hutchinson's new book, which is called "This Freedom," and is published by
Messrs. Hodder and Stoughton, is one in which he is not content to write a true story,
but has been so incautious as to give it a true moral. And the moral is not fashionable in
the Press at the moment; for it is to the effect that a woman may gain a professional
success at the price of a domestic failure. It is the convention of journalism at this
moment to support what is feminist against what is feminine. The ultimate, if
unconscious, reason, in my own private view, is that the sort of people who are
newspaper-owners are also factoryowners, and female labour is cheap; but that is a
matter of opinion. The objections urged to the book fail to convince me; they are
applicable to the dramatic emphasis of any work of art. It is easy to say that a woman
may be ambitious in business without her children going to the bad. It is just as easy to
say that a woman may be ambitious in politics without helping to murder an old
gentleman in his bed; but that does not make "Macbeth" inartistic. The process is
consistent and logical; and the controversy is misunderstood because the critic himself
has failed in logic.
For in this matter the modern mind is inconsistent with itself. It has managed to get one
of its rather crude ideals in flat contradiction to the other. People of the progressive sort
are perpetually telling us that the hope of the world is in education. Education is
everything. Nothing is so important as training the rising generation. Nothing is really
important except the rising generation. They tell us this over and over again, with slight
variations of the same formula, and never seem to see what it involves. For if there be
any word of truth in all this talk about the education of the child, then there is certainly
nothing but nonsense in nine-tenths of the talk about the emancipation of the woman. If
education is the highest function in the State, why should anybody want to be
emancipated from the highest function in the State? It is as if we talked of commuting
the sentence that condemned a man to be President of the United States; or a reprieve
coming in time to save him being Pope. If education is the largest thing in the world,
what is the sense of talking about a woman being liberated from the largest thing in the
world? It is as if we were to rescue her from the cruel doom of being a poet like
Shakespeare; or to pity the limitations of an all-round artist like Leonardo da Vinci. Nor
can there be any doubt that there is truth in this claim for education. Only precisely the
sort of which it is particularly true is the sort called domestic education. Private
education really is universal. Public education can be comparatively narrow. It really
would be an exaggeration to say that the school-master who takes his pupils in
freehand drawing is training them in all the uses of freedom. It really would be fantastic
to say that the harmless foreigner who instructs a class in French or German is talking
with all the tongues of men and angels. But the mother dealing with her own daughters

in her own home does literally have to deal with all forms of freedom, because she has
to deal with all sides of a single human soul. She is obliged, if not to talk with the
tongues of men and angels, at least to decide how much she shall talk about angels
and how much about men.
In short, if education is really the larger matter, then certainly domestic life is the larger
matter; and official or commercial life the lesser matter. It is a mere matter of arithmetic
that anything taken from the larger matter will leave it less. It is a mere matter of simple
subtraction that the mother must have less time for the family if she has more time for
the factory. If education, ethical and cultural, really were a trivial and mechanical matter,
the mother might possibly rattle through it as a rapid routine, before going about her
more serious business of serving a capitalist for hire. If education were merely
instruction, she might briefly instruct her babies in the multiplication tables, before she
mounted to higher and nobler spheres as the servant of a Milk Trust or the secretary of
a Drug Combine. But the moderns are perpetually assuring us that education is not
instruction; they are perpetually insisting that it is not a mechanical exercise, and must
on no account be an abbreviated exercise. It must go on at every hour. It must cover
every subject. But if it must go on at all hours, it must not be neglected in business
hours. And if the child is to be free to cover every subject, the parent must be free to
cover every subject too.
For the idea of a non-parental substitute is simply an illusion of wealth. The advanced
advocate of this inconsistent and infinite education for the child is generally thinking of
the rich child; and all this particular sort of liberty should rather be called luxury. It is
natural enough for a fashionable lady to leave her little daughter with the French
governess or the Czecho-Slovakian governess or the Ancient Sanskrit governess, and
know that one or other of these sides of the infant's intelligence is being developed;
while she, the mother, figures in public as a moneylender or some other modern
position of dignity. But among poorer people there cannot be five teachers to one pupil.
Generally there are about fifty pupils to one teacher. There it is impossible to cut up the
soul of a single child and distribute it among specialists. It is all we can do to tear in
pieces the soul of a single schoolmaster, and distribute it in rags and scraps to a whole
mob of boys. And even in the case of the wealthy child it is by no means clear that
specialists are a substitute for spiritual authority. Even a millionaire can never be certain
that he has not left out one governess, in the long procession of governesses
perpetually under his marble portico; and the omission may be as fatal as that of the
king who forgot to ask the bad fairy to the christening. The daughter, after a life of ruin
and despair, may look back and say, "Had I but also had a Lithuanian governess, my
fate as a diplomatist's wife in Eastern Europe would have been very different." But it
seems rather more probable, on the whole, that what she would miss would not be one
or other of these special accomplishments, but some commonsense code of morals or
general view of life. The millionaire could, no doubt, hire a mahatma or mystical prophet
to give his child a general philosophy. But I doubt if the philosophy would be very
successful even for the rich child, and it would be quite impossible for the poor child. In
the case of comparative poverty, which is the common lot of mankind, we come back to
a general parental responsibility, which is the common sense of mankind. We come

back to the parent as the person in charge of education. If you exalt the education, you
must exalt the parental power with it. If you exaggerate the education, you must
exaggerate the parental power with it. If you depreciate the parental power, you must
depreciate education with it. If the young are always right and can do as they like, well
and good; let us all be jolly, old and young, and free from every kind of responsibility.
But in that case do not come pestering us with the importance of education, when
nobody has any authority to educate anybody. Make up your mind whether you want
unlimited education or unlimited emancipation, but do not be such a fool as to suppose
you can have both at once.
There is evidence, as I have noted, that the more hard-headed people, even of the most
progressive sort, are beginning to come back to realities in this respect. The new work
of Mr. Hutchinson's is only one of many indications among the really independent
intelligences, working on modern fiction, that the cruder culture of merely commercial
emancipation is beginning to smell a little stale. The work of Miss Clemence Dane and
even of Miss Sheila Kaye-Smith contains more than one suggestion of what I mean.
People are no longer quite so certain that a woman's liberty consists of having a latchkey without a house. They are no longer wholly convinced that every house-keeper is
dull and prosaic, while every bookkeeper is wild and poetical. And among the intelligent
the reaction is actually strengthened by all the most modern excitements about
psychology and hygiene. We cannot insist that every trick of nerves or train of thought is
important enough to be searched for in libraries and laboratories, and not important
enough for anybody to watch by simply staying at home. We cannot insist that the first
years of infancy are of supreme importance, and that mothers are not of supreme
importance; or that motherhood is a topic of sufficient interest for men, but not of
sufficient interest for mothers. Every word that is said about the tremendous importance
of trivial nursery habits goes to prove that being a nurse is not trivial. All tends to the
return of the simple truth that the private work is the great one and the public work the
small. The human house is a paradox, for it is larger inside than out. 1

